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Abstract: This study investigates the use of predictive mapping techniques as well as 

geotechnical criteria in developing a multiregional soil liquefaction model and 

subsequent maps. The maps were produced using National Cooperative Soil Survey 

data, in the gSSURGO format, combined with soil liquefaction data gathered from 

studies, articles, and traditional seismic hazard maps. Geotechnical liquefaction 

studies are typically conducted at depths greater than three meters.  This study and 

maps are not intended to replace detailed, site-specific investigations, but rather to 

provide regional interpretations of soil liquefaction susceptibility in surface soils of 

zero to three meters depth. The common digital soil mapping (DSM) models, 

Adaptive Boosting, Random Forest and CART were applied to the data, with 

boosting providing greatest accuracy. A second model, composed of simplified recent 

geotechnical liquefaction criteria was also fit to the data, to provide a comparator.  

Study areas include Washington State (WA), Oregon (OR), Arkansas (AR), Missouri 

(MO), and South Carolina (SC), with liquefaction susceptibility maps produced for 

OR & SC.  Results indicate that a boosting model composed of WA & OR data 

adequately describes liquefaction data from AR, MO & SC with F-measures ranging 

from 0.92-0.97, while performing less well for OR & WA (F-measures ~0.69). The 

simplified geotechnical model had moderate to substantial prediction agreement with 



 

 

the DSM model when considered at the map unit level. For rapid, initial, liquefaction 

susceptibility assessment, the application of simplified geotechnical liquefaction 

criteria, with the addition of parent material and soil moisture status, to soil survey 

data is effective.  For surface investigation in greater detail, the boosting model 

provides a more nuanced view of liquefaction susceptibility.     
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1.0 Introduction 

Soil liquefaction is a relatively common secondary earthquake effect that can 

have devastating consequences for human lives and livelihoods (Seed et al. 2003). 

Liquefied soils lose their bearing strength and their behavior can be characterized as 

sand-like (where the affected soil behaves like a liquid) or clay-like (where the soil 

softens) (Boulanger 2004). Both types of liquefaction have been observed in 

numerous earthquake events around the world (e.g. 1964 Niigata Earthquake; 1964 

Great Alaskan; 1992 Cape Mendocino; 1995 Great Hanshin; 1999 Kocaeli; 2004 

Chūetsu; 2010 Canterbury; 2011 Christchurch, etc., figs 1-1 to 1-4). 

Typically, the study of liquefaction and prediction of susceptibility and hazard 

has focused on urban areas, with large, highly engineered structures, at depths 

relevant to the foundations of these structures (i.e. greater than three meters, fig 1.5).  

Liquefaction does occur in the first several meters of soil, however, and is not 

exclusively an urban phenomenon. Heidari and Andrus’ (2010) seismic hazard study 

of Charleston, South Carolina found that most liquefaction susceptible layers are 

within 1.2 m to 1.7 m depth from the surface. In other parts of the continental US, 

such as the New Madrid Seismic Zone, the depth to susceptible horizons is even 

smaller (Obermeier 1989).  However, field studies of liquefaction are costly, and the 

large scale required for rural field studies would be prohibitively expensive.  

Thus, this study develops a method for the prediction of liquefaction 

susceptibility, from the perspective of soil science, using existing soils data and low 

cost digital soil mapping techniques. Model performance was assessed for states in 

the Cascadia Seismic Zone, New Madrid Seismic Zone and Carolina Seismic Zone, 

with susceptibility maps produced for Oregon and South Carolina.    
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Figure 1-1 1964 Niigata Earthquake Liquefaction, (photo credit: Japan National Committee on 

Earthquake Engineering) 

 

 

Figure 1-2 2004 Chūetsu Earthquake Liquefaction, (photo credit: "Chuetsu earthquake-earthquake 

liquefaction". Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 via Wikimedia 

Commons)  
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Figure 1-3 1999 Adapazari, Turkey - Kocaeli Earthquake Liquefaction, (photo credit: USGS) 

 

Figure 1-4 2011 Christchurch Earthquake Liquefaction, (photo credit: Martin Luff) 
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Figure 1-5 Depiction of liquefaction study depth 
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2.0 Overview 

2.1 Liquefaction 

Following the 1964 Niigata and Great Alaskan Earthquakes, in which seismically-

induced soil liquefaction caused significant damage, the study of liquefaction became 

an important engineering and research endeavor (Seed et al. 2003).   

Soil liquefaction is the conversion of cohesionless, sandy or silty soils from a 

solid to a liquefied state due to increased pore water pressure (Youd 1973). From 

geotechnical investigations in the last 40 years, sand-like liquefaction behavior is well 

understood, and, while the understanding of clay-like behavior is still developing, 

both share some commonalities (Seed et al. 2003). The earthquake mechanism that 

causes liquefaction is the seismic shear wave (S-wave), which propagates from the 

epicenter of the earthquake, after the main shock (P-wave), traveling through the 

bedrock.  S-waves displace soil perpendicular to the direction of travel (i.e. upward), 

subjecting the soil to shear stresses, which cause level-ground sediments to undergo 

seismic loading (Obermeier 2005).  The overburden pressure from the soils above the 

susceptible horizon(s) is cancelled out by pore water pressure when rapid shearing 

occurs, as the soil structure collapses.  This collapse instantaneously subjects pore 

water to the overburden, increasing pore water pressure, which causes pores to dilate 

and soil and water to combine, which then behaves as a liquid, flowing in the 

direction of least resistance.  Ground failure and other liquefaction features result.   

Pore water pressure need not fully cancel overburden pressure for liquefaction to 

occur; partial liquefaction can still result from elevated pore water pressure and soil 

shear stress alone (Obermeier 2005).  
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The strength and duration of ground shaking influence the severity of 

liquefaction. Earthquake events that induced liquefaction have been shown to have 

moment magnitude >5.0 and affected soils are generally within a 10-200 km radius 

around the epicenter of the earthquake (Obermeier 1996). Paleoliquefaction studies as 

well as modern earthquake events indicate that liquefaction occurs in all tectonic 

environments, be they normal (e.g. New Madrid 1811-1812, MO), reverse/thrust (e.g. 

Cape Mendocino 1992, Northern CA), or strike/slip (e.g. Northridge 1994, CA) 

faults. 

In addition to the power of and proximity to an earthquake, certain landscape, 

climatic, and soil conditions/properties make a soil susceptible to liquefaction. Near 

or complete saturation with water is a basic requirement for soil liquefaction to occur 

(Seed et al. 2003); even a very minimal quantity of air in the pore space allows the 

soil to compress rather than shear and liquefy. Water is a primary part of the 

liquefaction process.  Soils saturated by groundwater must be near the surface, 

generally less than ten meters deep to be liquefaction susceptible (Obermeier 1996). 

Xeric soil climates (i.e. seasonally saturated soils) present an interesting possibility: if 

an earthquake occurs during the wet season, liquefaction is much more likely to occur 

than if the earthquake comes during a period of dry soil (e.g. summer) or drought.  

However, some soils are liquefiable year-round, due to their intersection with 

groundwater. This study makes a distinction between seasonally affected soils and 

those with constant susceptibility.     

Seismically induced liquefaction can occur on both slopes and level ground, 

though their manifestations are different.  On slopes >8.75%, liquefied sediment 

flows as a landslide (Robertson & Cabal 2010).  On lesser slopes, liquefaction 
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features form as presented in section 2.1.1. For the purposes of this study, only level-

ground liquefaction susceptibility is modeled and assessed.  

Soil texture also plays an important role in liquefaction susceptibility. For sand-

like behavior, the ideal setting for liquefaction is a saturated horizon of clean sand.  

Textures such as loamy sand, sandy loam, loam and silt loam can also produce 

liquefaction (Andrews & Martin 2000).  However, higher silt and clay content soils of 

low stickiness and plasticity can also liquefy, but their behavior is clay-like: 

seismically softening.  The Atterberg limits, plasticity index, and liquid limit have 

also been shown to be reliable indicators of susceptibility (Bray et al. 2004; Bray & 

Sancio 2006; Seed et al. 2003; more on this in section 2.1.2)    

Liquefiable soils are generally those formed from translocated parent material: 

fluvial, lacustrine, marine or other alluvial sediments (Obermeier 1996).  Soils formed 

in situ have too much structure, or clay accumulations or other cementing agents (e.g. 

organic matter). Given that liquefiable soil is usually sedimentary in nature, it follows 

that liquefaction investigations focus on relatively flat areas of current or former 

geological deposition.  

Generally, the seismically deformable soil is fairly young; soils of Pleistocene age 

or older are unlikely to liquefy as they have accumulated too much cementation, 

structure, density, or are no longer sufficiently wet (Youd & Perkins 1978), though 

there is evidence of liquefaction occurring in soils as old as 200,000 – 240,000 years 

(Obermeier et al. 1996).  
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2.1.1 Manifestations  

2.1.1.1 Sand blows/sand volcanoes 

During seismic liquefaction, sediment-bearing water is vented to the surface; the 

water escapes upward through the soil profile from the subsurface zone of high pore 

water pressure.  This liquefied soil can only move to the surface if there is a pathway.  

Typically, the sediment meanders its way up through already-present holes or cracks 

formed in the overlying horizons by the earthquake, until it reaches the surface, at 

which point it erupts out.  This flow can continue for hours after the seismic event, 

and with continued eruption, forms a conical “volcano” of sand, also called sand 

blows or sand boils. These cones can reach a meter in height and tens of meters in 

width (Obermeier 1996) (fig. 2.1.1-1).   

2.1.1.2 Localized depressions/sinking 

Liquefaction causes the pore structure of a soil to collapse, forcing the pore water 

out and compacting the soil.  This compaction causes ground settling, which can be as 

much as 0.5 m with particularly thick sands (Tokimatsu & Seed 1987).  In addition to 

the reduction in soil height, if the affected soil is very near the surface, buildings or 

infrastructure built on top of it can sink into the soil fluid, with pipes and other 

lightweight buried infrastructure rising to the surface (e.g. Kocaeli, 1999; 

Christchurch, 2010) (fig. 2.1.1-2). 

2.1.1.3 Lateral spreads  

On slight inclines ranging from 0.3% to 5%, subsurface liquefaction may cause 

intact soil overlying the liquefied layer to fracture into blocks and displace along the 

incline (Bartlett & Youd 1992), or towards a free face.  These intact blocks 
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commonly flow several centimeters to as much as two to three meters (Obermeier 

1996) (fig. 2.1.1-3).   

2.1.1.4 Clastic dikes  

The movement of liquefied sediment upward in the soil profile leaves a particular 

signature: sand dikes that fill in the cracks in the fine-grained cap.  These clastic dikes 

can be used to identify the origin of a liquefaction feature and occasionally, when 

these dikes flow through horizons (or to the surface) with significant organic content, 

organic clasts are entrapped in the dike and can be radiocarbon dated to establish 

maximum ages for earthquake events, or return periods (Obermeier 1996) (fig. 2.1.1-

4). 

2.1.1.5 Flow failures/landslides  

On slopes greater than 8.75%, highly liquefied sediments can cause massive 

landslides that can flow great distances (Robertson & Cabal 2010). Paleolandslides 

can be caused by nonseismic processes, making them difficult to use for liquefaction 

analysis. However, ditches and stream banks are particularly susceptible to seismic 

liquefaction and are of interest for the purposes of this study (Obermeier 1996) (fig. 

2.1.1-5). 

2.1.2 Liquefaction Susceptibility Criteria 

Liquefaction investigations have evolved from assessment of sandy soils in terms 

of their initial susceptibility to liquefaction, to determination of hazard and post-

earthquake properties, and most recently, to the susceptibility of silty and clayey soils 

to liquefaction (Seed et al. 2003). The assessment of susceptibility is the first step in 

the engineering process of a geotechnical liquefaction investigation.  Following 

susceptibility is liquefaction potential and or hazard estimation, which uses scenario 
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earthquakes and is concerned with probabilities.  This study only addresses 

susceptibility, so as to not tie predictions to seismic events, or preclude the 

involvement of new seismic sources. 

As the present study is concerned with the upper two to three meters of soil, using 

data largely from soil science disciplines which lack measurements of relative 

density, void ratio, cyclic strain ratio etc. and is decoupled from the probabilistic 

assessment of liquefaction, the geotechnical literature of primary importance for this 

study is that regarding liquefaction susceptibility.  

The prediction of liquefaction susceptibility has its beginnings in what came to be 

known as the Chinese Criteria, initially documented by Wang (1979), following the 

1975 Haicheng and 1976 Tangshan earthquakes in China.  The Chinese Criteria are: 

clayey soils with 15% or less 5 µm fines content,  liquid limit (LL) < 35, and water 

content (WC)  > 90% of the LL (as summarized by Seed and Idriss (1982)).  These 

criteria stood largely unaltered until the 2000s and have been in use since the 1980s 

(Seed 2003). Boulanger and Idriss (2004) made the distinction between sand-like and 

clay-like soil behavior in seismically disturbed soils; sand-like soils liquefy, while 

clay-like soils experience cyclic softening.  According to Boulanger and Idriss (2006) 

the details of the field data from Wang were not provided and it is impossible to 

assess whether the actual soils involved exhibited cyclic softening (clay-like 

behavior) or liquefaction (sand-like behavior). Thus, what precisely the Chinese 

Criteria were intended to predict is unknown.      

Andrews and Martin (2000) reviewed several case histories in the same area as 

Wang (1979) and refined susceptibility criteria as follows: clay content <10% and 

liquid limit <32 as susceptible, clay content <10% and liquid limit >= 32 requiring 
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further study, clay content >= 10% and liquid limit <32 requiring further study and 

clay content >= 10% and liquid limit >= 32 not susceptible.  Water content is notably 

absent from their findings. Clay is also defined as grains finer than 2 µm. However, 

following two significant earthquakes in 1999 (Kocaeli in Turkey and Chi-Chi in 

Taiwan), substantially more liquefaction occurred than would be predicted based on 

these Modified Chinese Criteria (Seed et al. 2003).   

Given the evidently non-conservative status of the Modified Chinese Criteria, 

Seed et al. (2003) and Bray et al. (2004b) both proposed similar alterations to 

susceptibility criteria: removing the soil texture component and placing greater 

emphasis on the Atterberg limits - the plasticity index, liquid limit and their ratios in 

relation to each other and the water content of the soil. The criteria from Bray et al. 

(2004) are that fine grained soils with plasticity index (PI) <= 12 and WC > 0.85LL 

are susceptible to liquefaction, and soils with 12 < PI < 20 and WC > 0.8LL are 

susceptible to cyclic mobility, but more resistant to liquefaction.  

Bray & Sancio (2006) further modified these criteria following additional study of 

the Adapazari silts which liquefied in the Kocaeli earthquake, arriving at PI < 12 and 

WC / LL > 0.85 as susceptible, and soils with 12 < PI < 18 and WC / LL > 0.8 more 

resistant, but could still be cyclically mobile. Soils with PI>18 were not susceptible to 

liquefaction. 

The liquefaction susceptibility criteria used in this project come from Robertson 

and Cabal (2010), a field guide to cone penetration testing for geotechnical 

engineering.  Robertson and Cabal list susceptibility criteria for both cyclic 

liquefaction; PI < 10, LL<37 and WC > 0.8LL and for flow liquefaction (for slopes > 

5 degrees or 8.75%); fines content <20% or >35% and PI <10 and WC > 0.85 LL for 
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sand-like soils, fines content >35% and WC > 0.85LL for clay-like soils. See table 

2.1.2 for a summary of these criteria.   

2.1.3 Prior Liquefaction Susceptibility Mapping 

Previous liquefaction mapping efforts can be divided into four categories: 

historic, susceptibility, potential, and hazard or ground failure (Power & Holzer 1996, 

Heidari 2011).  Historic liquefaction maps show areas of previous liquefaction (e.g. 

Schweig & Marple 1991, Cox et al. 2004).  Susceptibility maps explore the soil, 

surficial geological, and geotechnical properties, along with the historic context, to 

assign values that relate how susceptible a particular soil or geologic unit is to 

liquefaction. Liquefaction potential maps incorporate susceptibility, but also include a 

probability component: specific earthquake scenarios and shaking durations, to assign 

how likely sediments are to liquefy during an actual seismic event. Ground 

failure/hazard maps take the liquefaction potential and assess likely damage to 

structures and lifelines, given scenario earthquakes.  

As this study does not consider scenario earthquakes, nor assign probabilities, 

only liquefaction susceptibility is mapped. Youd & Perkins (1978) established a 

qualitative means for mapping liquefaction susceptibility, based on geologic unit, unit 

age, and correlation with prior liquefaction.  They suggested that more quantitative 

measures could be introduced to the method when such measures were developed.  In 

the proceeding decades, quantitative geotechnical measures have indeed been added 

to this original method, to give more site-specific susceptibility assessments.   

Susceptibility is typically mapped using a combination of on-site and regional 

assessment (or one or the other). On-site assessments may include standard 

penetration N-values, cone penetration resistance Q-values, shear wave velocities, 
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stratigraphy, and ground water depths (Brankman & Baise 2008).  These 

measurements are then combined with surficial geology data (e.g. geologic units or 

soil survey), and any correlated values, such as relative density.  Liquefaction 

susceptibility is then calculated using these data and associated with spatial data 

(geologic units), and finally generalized to other similar units within the geologic 

map.  Mapping susceptibility without on-site investigation (i.e. regional mapping) is 

also possible by combining historical liquefaction data with surficial geologic 

properties (e.g. relative age, dominant grain size, depositional environment) and 

ground water maps or well driller’s logs (Heidari & Andrus 2010). These regional 

maps cannot address specific site susceptibility, and instead give an indication of the 

overall liquefaction susceptibility of the geologic units mapped (Youd & Perkins 

1978).  

Susceptibility maps have been produced for many urban areas in California (e.g. 

Noller et al.1991, Sowers et al. 1995, Knudsen et al. 1999), for Charleston, SC (e.g. 

Hayati & Andrus 2008, Heidari & Andrus 2010), Boston (Brankman & Baise, 2008), 

for specific regions of the New Madrid Seismic Zone (e.g. Broughton & Van Arsdale 

2001) and urban areas of Washington and Oregon (Washington Department of 

Natural Resources Susceptibility Maps, Department of Oregon Geological and 

Mineral Industries Interpretive Map Series). 

2.2 Digital Soil Mapping 

Digital soil mapping (predictive mapping) is a process of map generation 

involving the development of a statistical model of landscape/climate/environmental 

predictor relationships, which is then applied to a GIS-based geographic database to 

produce a predictive map (Scull et al. 2003). 
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Predictive mapping is an area of significant growth in the soil, biological and 

geological sciences, as it allows for a more objective, statistically-backed, approach to 

map creation that does not rely on expert knowledge or the imposition of man-made 

classification schemes (Scull et al. 2003).  McBratney et al. (2003) proposed a 

method for predictive mapping based on the State Factor Theory of Jenny (1941).  In 

digital soil mapping, modern remote sensing data are used as data layers for the 

SCORPAN factors representing soil properties, climate, organisms (e.g. land cover), 

topography, parent material, soil age, and geographic position (McBratney et al. 

2003). These data are composed in a geographic information system (GIS) 

environment (Scull et al. 2003), sampled and inducted into a statistical modeling 

program.  The sampled data are then used to construct a descriptive, continuous 

model of the soil landscape, with or without distinct classes.  The model can then be 

used to produce a soil map, with spatial autocorrelation (and associated error 

measures), to compare against existing legacy maps and predict soil types for 

unmapped areas.  

The statistical models employed are frequently derived from the machine learning 

area of computer science, a rapidly evolving discipline with hundreds or thousands of 

methods and models.  One particular group of these models used in DSM (Grunwald 

2009) are decision trees. These are machine learning algorithms that generate rule 

sets for the classification of data, by inferring connections between a dependent 

variable and a group of independent predictors (Bui & Moran 2001). The trees are 

composed of an initial root followed by nodes split by if-then statements evaluating a 

predictor. Each decision is then passed on to the next node, depending on class 

membership in the previous node, ultimately terminating in leaves where the 
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dependent variable prediction is assigned (Breiman et al. 1984). The goal of the 

decision tree is to optimize node splitting by identifying rules where within-node 

homogeneity is maximized (Heung et al. 2014).   

Decision-tree analysis makes relatively comprehensible models from which to 

interpret landscape-soil relationships, but these models are susceptible to overfitting 

of the training data, resulting in poor prediction performance on new data (Scull et al. 

2003).  However, there are many different varieties of decision tree, primarily varying 

in how the tree decides to split nodes (e.g. conditional inference, recursive 

partitioning, decision stumps, etc.) and various adaptations for the overfitting problem 

(e.g. bagging, boosting).  

 The modeling algorithms chosen for this study are recursive partitioning 

(CART), Random Forest (RF), and Adaptive Boosting (AB). CART is the basic 

decision-tree building algorithm, generating a single fitted tree to the data.  Although 

CART does have potential overfitting issues, its output is considered user-friendly.  I 

employ the CART model as a baseline to compare against RF and AB.  

RF, proposed by Breiman (2001), is a randomly generated “forest” of decision 

trees grown from a bootstrap sample of the data.   When evaluating data, each tree in 

the forest votes for the predicted class and the majority vote becomes the decision. 

The data not included in the bootstrap training sample is then used to test the efficacy 

of the model, generating an internal error score, and thereby eliminating the need for 

separate training and testing data sets (Breiman 2001). Despite the bootstrap training 

method, leaving the data set unpartitioned is not common in the DSM literature (e.g. 

Grimm et al. 2008; Wiesmeier et al. 2011; Hitziger & Ließ 2014). 
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Unlike single decision trees, the RF algorithm is robust with noisy variables and 

minimizes over-fitting (Breiman 2001).  Many studies across different disciplines 

have employed Random Forests (Wiesmeier et al. 2011).  Within the DSM field, 

Random Forests have been used in landslide inventory mapping (Stumpf & Kerle 

2011), soil organic carbon mapping (Grimm et al. 2008; Wiesmeier et al. 2010), 

parent material mapping (Heung et al. 2014), and updating legacy soil maps (Rad et 

al. 2014).  Adaptive Boosting (Freund & Schapire 1997) also utilizes multiple weak 

learners (not necessarily decision trees, but they are what I used).  In contrast to RF, 

AB builds decision trees in series, with each successive tree attempting to address the 

misclassified data from the previous tree, running through multiple iterations to 

optimize accuracy.  Trees that improve error rates (i.e. successfully classify data that 

was previously misclassified) are given greater weight in the model compared to 

those that did not address errors and when the model votes on predicted outcomes, 

these have more influence (Micheletti et al. 2013).    

2.3 NCSS/NASIS/SSURGO 

The National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS) has collected a century’s worth of 

soil survey data for the United States. The data set covers most states at a 1:12000 to 

1:63360 scale (Soil Survey Staff 2014).  The National Soil Information System 

(NASIS) is the database of NCSS soil survey data.  The Soil Survey Geographic 

Database (SSURGO) is a derivation of that data that includes soil maps at the county 

level.  gSSURGO (gridded SSURGO), a more recent development, collects SSURGO 

data for entire states.  Soils data in the gSSURGO database are included at three 

primary scales: map unit, component, and horizon.  The map unit and component 

levels specify the shapes and aggregated properties of the soil maps, whereas the 
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horizon level contains all of the vertical soil property data for each map unit 

component.  The available cover a wide range of topics, from crop production indices 

to climate data to soil textures.   

2.4 Study Problem 

Typically, liquefaction investigation and modeling have been conducted at depths 

greater than three meters due to a focus on urban, high population density 

environments with large engineered structures. Such structures have foundations that 

bypass the upper several meters of soil, reducing the need for study of these surface 

soils.  Preventing the destruction of multistory urban structures by seismically-

induced ground failure is of paramount importance in the study of liquefaction, 

especially given the human propensity for building cities near water, on translocated 

sediment (and reclaimed land). 

However, the occurrence of liquefaction in urban environments does not preclude 

its occurrence in rural environments, at or near the soil surface.  Certainly, there are 

fewer multistory buildings to be concerned about, but the infrastructure and lifelines 

residing in the upper two meters of soil in rural areas are at risk from liquefaction in 

the event of a large earthquake. 

Unfortunately, liquefaction susceptibility data relevant to this depth is not widely 

available, and what can be found is at a very small scale (>1:500,000). The 

NASIS/SSURGO soil property data provides large scale (relatively fine-grained) 

coverage of most soils with depth of two to three meters in the United States. Some 

surface liquefaction feature data is also available.  Thus, the objective of this study is 

to develop a nationwide map of shallow liquefaction susceptibility, using a consistent 
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approach that will be useful for planning purposes, particularly in rural areas that lack 

such maps.   

Machine learning is rarely used in liquefaction studies (Baykasoglu et al. 2009), 

whereas the conventional geotechnical approach is globally common. Given the 

differences in soil depth between conventional geotechnical efforts and this study, it 

is difficult to make realistic comparisons because existing geotechnical modeling 

efforts focus on greater depth than Soil Survey data cover.  Essentially, the two 

approaches look at different types of susceptibility, and are not very comparable.    

2.5 Study Area 

The study area is confined to the continental United States, and further limited by 

the current extent of NASIS/SSURGO soil property data.  Within those bounds, there 

are historical and modern accounts of earthquakes forming liquefaction features in the 

South Carolina Seismic Zone (SC, North Carolina (NC), Georgia (GA)), the New 

Madrid Seismic Zone (AR, Tennessee (TN), MO, Illinois (IL), Kentucky (KY), 

Mississippi (MS), Indiana (IN), Ohio (OH)) and within the San Andreas Fault System 

in California (CA).   The Charleston, SC, earthquake occurred in 1886, while the New 

Madrid quakes were in 1811 and 1812. California has had numerous earthquake 

events in the last century and has been studied extensively (e.g. Knudsen et al. 1997; 

Sowers et al. 1995, 1998) and is therefore not included in this study.  

Although there are no first-hand accounts of the most recent subduction zone 

earthquake in the Pacific Northwest, there are documented liquefaction features in the 

Cascadia Seismic Zone on the Washington and Oregon Coast, as well as in the Puget 

Sound.  Additionally, due to the cyclical nature of many earthquakes, there is 

evidence of paleoliquefaction at all of the aforementioned locations as well as in the 
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Wasatch Range in Utah, ephemeral lake beds in New Mexico, and in the vicinity of 

Boston, MA.   

The modeling effort for the thesis included data from states in the New Madrid, 

South Carolina and Cascadia Seismic zones, and liquefaction model assessment is 

reported for WA, OR, AR, MO and SC. Susceptibility maps were produced for OR 

and SC. 
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Figure 2.1.1-1 Illustration of sand blows: liquefied sediment from horizon B cuts through horizon A 

via a dike and erupts to the surface as a sand volcano (after Obermeier 1996). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1.1-2 Picture of localized depressions/sinking, (photo credit: Martin Luff) 
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Figure 2.1.1-3 Illustration of lateral spread (after Youd 1984): Susceptible sediment B, originally 

deposited atop horizon C, liquefies during an earthquake. These soils are on a slight incline; when the 

liquefied sediment collects under the finer grained/more cohesive A, blocks of A flow horizontally on 

top of the liquefied material, collecting downslope.  

 

 

Figure 2.1.1-4 Illustration of clastic dikes (after Obermeier, 1996): liquefied sediment from a horizon 

below the illustrated profile flows upward through cracks in B, and C, but does not progress to the 

surface through D. Clastic dikes can branch out and propagate laterally for tens of meters (Obermeier, 

1996) 
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Figure 2.1.1-5 Illustration of flow liquefaction: on a significant slope, saturated horizon B liquefies, 

flowing on top of horizon C which is not susceptible. The movement of horizon B causes A to 

collapse, forming the scarp pictured. Large clasts of A settle into B (after Harty & Lowe 2003). 

 

 

Table 2.1.2 Collected level-ground liquefaction susceptibility criteria 

 Soil Property    

Investigator Fines content Liquid Limit (LL) 
Plasticity 

Index (PI) 

Water Content 

(WC) 

Wang, 1979 

(Seed & Idriss, 

1982) 

5 um, <15% <35  >90% of LL 

Andrews & 

Martin, 2000 

2 um, <10% 

 

<32: susceptible 

 
  

 

2 um, <10% >=32: further study   

2 um, >=10% <32: further study   

2 um, >=10% >=32: not susceptible   

Bray et al., 

2004b 
 susceptible <= 12 >85% of LL 

  

susceptible to cyclic 

mobility, resistant to 

liquefaction 

12<PI<20 >80% of LL 

Bray & 

Sancio, 2006 
 susceptible <12 >85% of LL 

 
 

cyclic mobility, 

resistant to 

liquefaction 

12<PI<18 >80% of LL 

 not susceptible >18  

Robertson & 

Cabal, 2010 
 <37 susceptible <10 >80% of LL 
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3.0 Methods 

3.1 Data  

Liquefaction data was collected from a variety of different sources. Existing study 

data was gathered from USGS geologic hazard maps, Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission liquefaction maps, CEUS SSC Paleoliquefaction data, Arkansas State 

Geological Survey hazard maps, and journal articles. Areas of potential liquefaction 

in NE Arkansas, W Tennessee, and SE Missouri were identified manually from 

satellite photos, using Google Earth (imagery from TerraMetrics) and digitized as 

points and polygons, then inducted into ArcMap 10.1. Utilizing the collected imagery 

and study data, field research was conducted to verify these New Madrid Seismic 

Zone sites. 

For each state, a file geodatabase (an ArcGIS data file) was compiled of generated 

data using the projection and datum of the gSSURGO database (NAD 1983, Albers 

Equal Area Conic). Georeferencing of historic locations of liquefaction was 

performed with RMS error <10 m and the resultant points/polygons were captured as 

a separate GIS layer. Given the spatial and tabular nature of the data involved in this 

project, gSSURGO (Soil Survey Staff 2014) was chosen as a means to connect soils 

data to liquefaction features.   

As the aim of this study was not to redefine spatial/landscape relationships, the 

existing map unit polygons in the SSURGO data set were used as-is.  A technique 

was developed to append component and horizon level data to the map units, 

allowing access to a greater range of soil properties for modeling (see Appendix C-1 

for more details).  Map units intersecting liquefaction features were then selected, 

forming the positive case for the data set.  The negative case was assigned by 
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selecting all map units with component slope > 8.75 (per Robertson & Cabal 2010) 

and geomorphic components including hills and mountains (see Appendix A-1 for a 

table of selected geomorphic descriptors) 

Map units intersecting the liquefaction site data were then selected. The majority 

of surface liquefaction data used in modeling was at the map-unit level, with no depth 

specification. Without knowledge of the depth, it is difficult to intuit from which 

horizon(s) the liquefaction features originated. Early models were produced using the 

soil texture criteria of Andrews and Martin (2000), as well as with the Atterberg 

limit/water content criteria of Robertson and Cabal (2010). Both were deemed to 

over-emphasize sandy soils at the cost of silty/clayey soils. Selected maps from the 

texture model are in Appendix E.  Ultimately, models were produced using all of the 

horizons contained in map units with liquefaction features.   

The soil properties selected for inclusion in the model comprise aggregated map 

unit, component and horizon-level data. Table 3.2.1 lists the predictors in the model.  

Note that due to encoded limits in the models used, some levels of the component 

parent material kind factor were combined.  These combinations are listed in 

Appendix A-2   

3.2 Machine Learning Model 

3.2.1 Composition 

The machine learning (ML) model is constructed with the properties of soils in 

map units that have liquefaction features present, as well as with the properties of 

soils in map units I defined as not susceptible. I used the R statistical package ver. 

3.1.1 (R Core Team 2014) as the modeling environment for this investigation.   
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The model training set included 42 predictors from the SSURGO data, 35 at the 

horizon level and seven at the component level (see table 3.2.1). The component level 

predictors are climatic (mean annual precipitation), topographic (elevation), parent 

material, and soil moisture status (soils are assumed to be saturated at this phase in 

modeling). The horizon level predictors are primarily the physical and chemical 

properties of the soil: texture, grain-size distribution, water content and water-holding 

capacity, pH, erodibility, cation exchange capacity and various engineering properties 

(e.g. liquid limit, plasticity index, unified soil class). Slope is not included in the 

predictors, as it was used a priori (along with geomorphic description) to define non-

susceptible soils, and models built with slope included tend to only assess whether 

soils were on a slope >8.75% or not. Variable importance from an early model with 

slope is plotted in fig. 3.2.1.     

3.2.2  Model Selection 

Machine learning in digital soil mapping is a relatively new endeavor and 

although many algorithms for learning exist, relatively few have been used in DSM 

for state or national-scale mapping (Grunwald 2009).  A Random Forest model was 

selected, following its successful use in other DSM studies (e.g. Heung et al. 2014, 

Rad et al. 2013, Grimm et al. 2008), as well as Adaptive Boosting (after Peterman 

2010, Hitziger & Ließ 2014) and CART decision tree models, with initial 

performance shown in the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve in figure 

3.2.2.  AB outperforms RF and CART. However, all three models have different 

approaches to measuring variable importance and comparing their output might 

provide opportunity for interpretive analysis, despite the black box nature of RF and 

AB (demonstrated in Prasad et al. 2006 and Wiesmeier et al. 2011).    
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3.2.3 Class Balance 

The majority of machine-learning algorithms are designed to maximize overall 

model accuracy. When presented with data containing imbalanced response classes, 

these algorithms commonly predict very few, if any, of the minority class, instead 

maximizing accuracy by emphasizing the majority (Guo et al. 2008).  Typically, 

model predictions are assembled in a confusion matrix, which is a table comparing 

model predictions against actual test data, consisting of the number of true positives 

(TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN) (see table 

3.2.5). The standard measures of model performance derived from the confusion 

matrix (i.e. overall accuracy) do not adequately assess models built on unbalanced 

data (Chawla 2005).  Therefore, I adopt the F-measure as the primary metric to assess 

model performance, with the G-mean and balanced accuracy as secondary measures, 

following Guo & Viktor (2004). The F-measure assesses a model’s balance between 

precision and recall. Recall (also known as the True Positive Rate, or Positive 

Accuracy) is calculated as TP / (TP+FN) and Precision is TP / (TP + FP). The F-

measure is defined as:  

                                              ⁄  

where β is the importance of precision relative to recall, typically set to one. When 

both the precision and recall are high (i.e. approaching one), so is the F-measure. The 

F-measure can be calculated for either the minority or majority class, but there is such 

a preponderance of data for the majority class that it not necessary to use the F-

measure for the majority.  

 Another frequently used performance metric is the Receiver Operating 

Characteristic (ROC) curve.  The ROC curve is a plot of Recall vs FP rate, where FP 
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rate is FP / (FP + TN), with any point on the curve representing the tradeoff between 

the two. A model which chooses outcomes randomly would always have Recall and 

FP rates of 50%, graphing on the ROC curve as a diagonal line originating from the 

origin (0, 0). Actual predictive models plot as a curve above this diagonal line, and 

the area under the curve (AUC) can be optimized to find the ideal balance of TP and 

FP rates. The other measure I employ, the G-mean, is defined as:  

√                                          

with Negative accuracy calculated as TN / (TN+FP).  When either of the two 

accuracies is low, the G-mean will also be low. Similar to the G-mean, the Balanced 

Accuracy is defined as:  

  
                                   

 
 

Since the balanced accuracy is the arithmetic mean of both positive and negative 

accuracy, it also declines if one accuracy is very low (i.e. approaching zero) and the 

other very high (i.e. approaching one).  

In the state datasets investigated, the no:yes liquefaction class balance ranged 

from 20:1 to >200:1. Lacking a real true class probability index, these classes would 

be balanced 10:1 or even 1:1 for modeling.  Many DSM articles note difficulties in 

predicting minority classes (e.g. Heung et al. 2014; Wiesmeier et al. 2011; Mansuy et 

al. 2014); resultant minority predictions have high error rates, but many choose to 

emphasize overall accuracy in their models and possibly remedy imbalance by 

increased minority sampling at a later time. Few authors in DSM have attempted to 

address sample size issues computationally.  As my study is specifically predicting a 

minority outcome with no realistic opportunity to increase real minority samples, I 
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instead looked to the wider base of the machine learning literature for solutions. The 

minority class problem is well known in ML, with areas such as fraud, pollutant and 

rare disease detection all utilizing techniques to address class imbalance (Chawla et 

al. 2004). 

 There are many different approaches to ameliorate class imbalance.  Among 

these are class weighting, subsets, and over/undersampling.  He & Garcia (2009) find 

that all of these methods are applicable to different data environments and situations, 

with no consistent ‘best’ option.  Class weighting (i.e. assigning greater importance to 

misclassification of the minority case) and subsets (modifying the input training data 

by forcing the model to only use a balanced subset of samples) are internal to models, 

while over/undersampling is an operation performed on the data itself, independent of 

the model.  Of the chosen modeling algorithms, RF supports subsets, while class 

weighting has not been fully implemented (Liaw 2002). AB utilizes a form of internal 

class weighting, but does not appear to readily support subsets. Lastly, CART 

supports class weighting and subsets, but the CART model is likely to be overfit, and 

thus only over/undersampling was applied to provide a baseline for RF and AB.  

The over/undersampling method chosen, Synthetic Minority Oversampling 

Technique (SMOTE, Chawla et al. 2002), artificially generates samples of the 

minority class, based on k-nearest neighbor (kNN) approximation.  Simultaneously, it 

undersamples the majority class down to parity with the minority class, or to a 

multiple of the minority class. The SMOTE algorithm from the DMwR package in R 

(Torgo, 2010) was used on the training data, and over/undersampling ratios iteratively 

determined using a grid search.   
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3.2.4 Random Forest 

The Random Forest (RF) algorithm, developed by Breiman (2001), utilizes a 

randomly generated ‘forest’ of decision trees.  The trees are grown from a bootstrap 

sample of the data, based on roughly two-thirds of the training data (termed in-bag). 

When evaluating data, each tree in the forest votes for the predicted class, and the 

majority (51%) class wins. The remaining one-third of the data (termed out-of-bag or 

OOB) is then used to test the efficacy of the model, generating an out-of-bag error 

score.  

Variable selection can be performed using the variable importance plot, which is a 

measure of the mean decrease in accuracy (MDA) and mean decrease in Gini Index 

(MDG). The MDA computes the decline in model performance when a variable is 

permuted (destroying its predictive power); after the model with the permuted 

variable is tested against the in-bag and out-of-bag data, the decrease in accuracy is 

measured. MDG considers the quality of each predictor at each split in the decision 

tree, assessing the node purity; predictors that provide highly homogenous 

descending nodes result in higher MDG scores (Breiman 2001). Although these 

importance measures can be used to select variables, variable reduction does not 

necessarily improve prediction accuracy in the Random Forest model scheme (Heung 

et al., 2014). 

The Random Forest algorithm is not without its shortcomings. As implemented in 

R (Liaw & Wiener 2002), RF is unable to handle missing data; it requires samples 

with missing data to either be omitted or imputed
1
. The RF package provides a 

facility for this, in which a Random Forest is grown with the data that has no missing 

                                                           
1
 Imputation is the replacement of missing data with substitute values. 
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values and is then used to impute the values of missing data (Liaw & Wiener 2002).  

However, this approach is very computationally expensive and replacement by class 

mean or median is the only imputation option for large data sets. Breiman notes that 

imputation of missing data does lead to slightly more optimistic RF models. Another 

concern was explored by Strobl et al. (2007); categorical variables of many factors as 

well as variables with a large number of missing values are overly important in 

Random Forests.  My data does not have any variables with missing data >30%, but 

the parent material kind categorical does have 29 levels. I imputed missing data, 

using the median value for each predictor.   Strobl et al. (2008) propose a solution, in 

their conditional inference tree & forest models, which are robust to the 

aforementioned issues, but these are not optimized for large data sets.  

To tune the RF algorithm, it is common in the DSM literature, to optimize the 

mtry (number of variables attempted for splitting each node) and ntree (number of 

trees in the decision forest) parameters. In addition to these, I also examined the 

sample size parameter (the number of samples of each class used to grow each tree), 

as a potential means to address class imbalance, and nodesize (number of 

observations required for a terminal node) to increase computational efficiency.   

Based on preliminary results, I chose ntree = 1000, as it produced stable OOB 

error rates and reasonable computational efficiency (ntree vs OOB error rate plotted 

in fig 3.2.4).  The mtry parameter was set to the default: the square root of the number 

of predictors, as recommended by Breiman (2001).   Tuning this parameter can lead 

to over-fitting, though it is commonly optimized in the DSM literature (e.g. Heung et 

al. 2014, Wiesmeier et al. 2011, Grimm et al. 2008).  The sample size was optimized 

to attempt to ameliorate class imbalance, with area under the ROC curve (AUC) as 
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the metric, with five-fold cross validation repeated ten times, using a grid search.  

Lastly, the node-size parameter can reduce the complexity of trees and thus the 

computational cost of using large datasets.  Although my data set is large, 

computational time did not decline significantly by increasing node size beyond one. 

3.2.5 Adaptive Boosting 

Adaptive Boosting (Freund & Schapire 1997) is a learning method that combines 

multiple weak learners (e.g. low-complexity decision trees) into a strong learner. AB 

works by first inducing an initial weak learner from a bootstrapped sample of the 

training data.  Model error for the first learner is assessed, then a new bootstrapped 

resample of the data is drawn and a second model created, focusing on improving 

performance on the more difficult data from the first model. This process is repeated 

until overall error reaches an arbitrarily low point (Freund et al. 1999). Models in the 

ensemble that correctly classify the difficult examples are given more weight than 

those that classify simpler examples.  The actual prediction process runs data through 

each model and the models then vote for the outcome, with models possessing greater 

weight influencing the outcome more. 

As with other ensemble learning methods (e.g. Random Forest), the R package 

implementation of AB (Culp et al. 2012) has internal parameters that can be tuned to 

optimize prediction accuracy. Additionally, tuning parameters for the weak learner 

that AB is aggregating can also be optimized. The primary parameters for AB itself 

are shrinkage (a measure of how rapidly the model learns, i.e. how much error is 

reduced by each successive model iteration) and the number of boosting iterations. I 

used the rpart R implementation of CART (Therneau et al. 2014) as the weak learner 

for the AB model, tuning the parameters maxdepth (maximum number of splits from 
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the root node), and cp (complexity parameter – prunes splits that do not decrease 

overall error by a factor of cp), while leaving minbucket (number of samples required 

for a terminal node), minsplit (number of samples to split a node), at their defaults. 

One advantage of boosting CART trees is their use of surrogate splits – if the 

example being classified is missing data in one or more predictors, the model 

attempts to split on a different parameter, rather than dropping the example. 

Adaptive boosting has been shown to overfit with too much optimization on 

training data (Freund et al. 1999); thus I chose to assess performance with an AB 

model optimized via grid search, as well as an un-optimized model.    

3.2.6 Model Process 

Individual state data was split into 20 percent training to 80 percent test sets, ten 

times each using random sampling in the R package, caret (Kuhn 2014), with seed of 

3489. Initial testing suggested that models performed better when state data sets were 

split individually, instead of combining the states and then splitting. These splits were 

made to ensure that states with few positive samples were represented in both the 

training and test data. I expect that this object-oriented sampling division (akin to 

Micheletti et al. 2013) will produce more realistic error estimates for individual state 

predictions. The splits are made at random while maintaining the original distribution 

of the class to be predicted (Kuhn 2008). Without individual state splitting, it is 

possible that a state with a minority share of the positive data class could be entirely 

excluded from the training data. Fig 3.2.6 plots the difference in model error between 

splitting before joining vs. splitting after.  After splitting, state training and test sets 

were then joined to form regional data sets and a multiregional set.  Initial testing of 

the regional vs multiregional datasets showed the PNW (WA + OR) models to 
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perform comparably to the multiregional model, while the NMSZ and CSZ models 

had large FP rates for the PNW test sets, but performed well on the NMSZ and CSZ 

sets, respectively. 

I chose to use the PNW data for the final model, as it provides (in addition to the 

testing data derived from splitting PNW 20:80) three validation test sets: MO, AR, 

and SC. Modeling then proceeded with RF, CART and AB models fit to the PNW  

data set.  Class balance was adjusted in the models with either SMOTE or subsets.  

RF produced large FP rates with SMOTE, and was thus only trained with unaltered 

data, subset for class balance, while CART and AB models performed better with 

SMOTE.   

3.3 Geotechnical Model 

3.3.1 Composition 

Lacking surface-soils-oriented geotechnical investigations, I attempted to adapt 

existing liquefaction susceptibility methods to the task, to provide a model with 

which to compare the machine learning effort. The conventional geotechnical 

approach relies heavily on specific lab tests (e.g. relative density, void ratio, specific 

gravity, cyclic strain ratio, etc.) as well as the in situ standard penetration test (SPT) 

or cone penetration test (CPT).  Additionally, both the SPT and CPT tests have been 

correlated with the majority of relevant lab tests. For coarse, sandy soils (those with 

<15% passing the no. 200 sieve and with >= 50% passing the no. 4 sieve), 

liquefaction susceptibility and potential are well understood.  Seed & Idriss (1970) 

established that sandy soils with relative density <50% are highly susceptible to 

liquefaction.  Following this development, other investigators have built on the idea, 

correlating penetration tests with liquefaction susceptibility and designing and 
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evaluating lab procedures to simulate earthquake-induced soil shearing.  The 

SSURGO data lacks both penetration resistance and relative density ratings.  Relative 

density is difficult to assess without lab testing and although there is a method for 

approximating it in the NRCS Soil Survey literature (e.g. McCook 1996), this method 

does not appear to be in use. However, penetration resistance can be estimated. I 

attempted to adapt the pedotransfer function of Whitmore et al. (2010) to estimate 

penetration resistance (see Appendix C-2 for more details).  

However, the adapted pedotransfer function did not produce Q (penetration 

resistance) values of a realistic magnitude. The calculated relative densities are very 

rarely >30%, even for silts and clays, indicating significant under-prediction. Given 

that this function was developed to estimate penetration resistance in the context of 

wheat farming, on soils at field capacity, it is not surprising that coercing the model to 

operate at saturation produces erroneous results.  

Instead, I used the susceptibility criteria outlined in Robertson & Cabal (2010), 

which can be used for assessment of susceptibility in soils with both clay-like and 

sand-like behavior. Although I lack the CPT readings specified in the above, I believe 

these saturation and Atterberg limit criteria could be used as a simplified geotechnical 

approach to approximate susceptibility in surface horizons.  

3.4 Model Comparison 

To compare the final machine learning model with the geotechnical model, I 

measure agreement between the models with the Kappa index.  The Kappa index 

(Cohen 1960), 
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where Pr(a) is the relative agreement among models and Pr(e) is the probability of 

chance agreement (utilizing the model predictions to calculate the probabilities of 

each model making a random prediction). Kappa measures inter-rater agreement, 

incorporating random choice into the metric, which allows for chance 

agreement/disagreement by the models.  A Kappa value of one indicates complete 

agreement, while a value of zero indicates no agreement beyond what would come 

from random prediction, and values less than zero indicate disagreement less than 

chance (Viera et al. 2005). I adopt the strength of agreement assigned to Kappa values 

by Landis & Koch (1977), where values less than zero indicate poor agreement, 0.00-

0.20 slight, 0.21-0.40 fair, 0.41-0.60 moderate, 0.61-0.80 substantial, and 0.81-1.00 

almost perfect. 

Kappa is not suitable for assessing agreement on the prediction of imbalanced 

binary classes (Banerjee et al. 1999), and thus I do not use it to compare different ML 

modeling algorithms on the test data. Kappa values are only calculated after the final 

ML and geotechnical models have been generated and multiclass susceptibility maps 

have been made, to evaluate agreement of these positive class predictions.  
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Table 3.2.1 Horizon- and component-level predictors (SSURGO NRCS Soil Survey Staff 2014) 

Soil Property Model Variables (note that all variables are the representative case, rather than high or 

low) 

Component Horizon 

Elevation (elev_r) Top horizon depth (hz_dept_r) 

Mean Annual Precipitation (map_r) Bottom horizon depth (hz_depb_r) 

Parent Material Modifier (pmmodifier) 
% by weight of of rock fragments > 10 

inches in size (fraggt10_r) 

Parent Material Kind (pmkind) 
% by weight of rock fragments 3-10 inches 

in size (fragg3to10_r) 

Taxonomic Moisture Class (taxmoistcl) 
% by weight of <3 inch fraction passing the 

no. 4 sieve (sieveno4_r) 

Taxonomic subgroup prefix (derived from 

taxonomic subgroup; subgrptax) 

% by weight of <3 inch fraction passing the 

no. 10 sieve (sieveno10_r) 

Horizon continued 
% by weight of <3 inch fraction passing the 

no. 40 sieve (sieveno40_r) 

% by weight of organic matter in the <2mm fraction 

(om_r) 

% by weight of <3 inch fraction passing the 

no. 200 sieve (sieveno200_r) 

Bulk density at 1/3
rd

 bar of water tension 

(dbthirdbar_r) 

% by weight of mineral particles 0.05 mm to 

2.0 mm in the <2 mm fraction (sandtotal_r)  

Oven dry bulk density (dbovendry_r) 
% by weight of mineral particles 1.0 mm to 

2.0 mm in the <2 mm fraction (sandvc_r) 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (ksat_r) 
% by weight of mineral particles 0.5 mm to 

1.0 mm in the <2 mm fraction (sandco_r) 

Amount of water that a soil horizon can store that is 

available to plants (awc_r) 

% by weight of mineral particles 0.25 mm to 

0.5 mm in the <2 mm fraction (sandmed_r) 

Volumetric water content of soil at a tension of 1/3 

bar (wthirdbar_r) 

% by weight of mineral particles 0.10 mm to 

0.25 mm in the <2 mm fraction (sandfine_r) 

Volumetric water content of soil at a tension of 

fifteen bars (wfifteenbar_r) 

% by weight of mineral particles 0.05 mm to 

0.10 mm in the <2 mm fraction (sandvf_r) 

Volumetric water content of soil at a tension at or 

near zero bar (wsatiated_r) 

% by weight of mineral particles 0.002 mm 

to 0.05 mm in the <2 mm fraction 

(silttotal_r) 

Linear expression of the volume difference of 

natural soil fabric at 1/3 or 1/10 bar and at oven dry, 

reported as percent change for the whole soil (lep_r) 

% by weight of mineral particles <0.002 mm  

in the <2 mm fraction (claytotal_r) 

Liquid limit; water content of the soil at the change 

between liquid and plastic states (ll_r) 

Plasticity index; numerical difference 

between the liquid limit and plastic limit 

(pi_r) 

AASHTO Group Index (aashind_r) 

Erodibility factor quantifying susceptibility 

of soil particles to detachment and movement 

by water, adjusted for rock fragments 

(kwfact) 

Erodibility factor quantifying susceptibility of soil 

particles to detachment by water (kffact) 

Cation exchange capacity of the soil at pH 

7.0, estimated by the ammonium acetate 

method (cec7_r) 

Soil pH measured using the 1:1 soil-water ratio 

method (ph1to1h2o_r) 

Unified soil classification for engineering 

purposes (unifiedcl) 

Porosity derived from oven dry bulk density 

(percent_por) 

Ratio of saturated water content to the liquid 

limit (por_ll) 

Vertical stress, calculated as (Db * horizon depth)-

(1-Db * horizon depth), per horizon 
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Figure 3.2.1 Variable importance plot with slope  

 

 

Figure 3.2.2 ROC curve with Random Forest, Adaptive Boosting and CART  
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Table 3.2.5 Confusion Matrix 

 
Predicted 

Negative 

Predicted 

Positive 

Actual 

Negative 

True Negatives 

(TN) 

False Positives 

(FP) 

Actual 

Positive 

False Negatives 

(FN) 

True Positives 

(TP) 

 

Figure 3.2.5 Generic Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve, measuring the tradeoffs between the 

true positive rate and the false positive rate. 
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Figure 3.2.6 Graph of model error with splits before and after joining datasets, from an early iteration 

of the model. Before FP = false positives from splitting before joining, After FP = false positives from 

splitting after joining; Before FN = false negatives from splitting before joining and After FN = false 

negatives from splitting after joining 
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4.0 Results 

4.1 Field Work 

Field work in AR and TN resulted in visits to 60 of the 80 sites identified from 

satellite imagery, as well as 15 sites from the CEUS data set. The sites identified from 

satellite imagery were deemed likely to be susceptible, but were lacking clear surface 

liquefaction features. These areas had consistently poor crop growth, resulting from 

excessive drainage, with clear borders surrounding the excessively drained areas. 

Over the course of 200 years of timber and agricultural activities, liquefaction 

features were undoubtedly plowed and mixed into the surrounding soils, leaving the 

remnants below the plow horizon. These findings are consistent with trench 

investigations by Wesnousky et al. (1989) and Schweig & Marple (1991).   

Consulting with local extension personnel revealed that even new, non-seismic 

liquefaction features (e.g. from flooding or spring upwelling) are difficult to locate. 

Evidently, local growers/producers actively remove liquefaction features from their 

land, as the features are unproductive, being composed of clean sand (Tim Campbell, 

personal communication).  

The CEUS data set draws from a variety of sources and time periods, and the 

landscape in AR, MO, and TN is highly altered (Tim Campbell, personal 

communication).  Some of the CEUS sites visited no longer exist or were thought to 

be significantly beyond the depth of the SSURGO data in the model. Two 

liquefaction features located during the course of the field work are pictured in 

(figures 4.1-1 and 4.1-2). 
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4.2 Models 

4.2.1 Machine Learning Model 

 The AdaBoost model outperformed Random Forest and CART in the F-

measure (graphed in fig. 4.2.1) for the test data.  The AB model performed best with 

300 iterations, but the other tuning parameters were left unchanged The ideal class 

balance was iteratively determined, with the best results from 1500% over and 2300% 

under sampling (reducing the training data set from 308,000 negative cases to 36,000 

and increasing the positive class from 103 cases to 1600 - giving a class ratio of 20:1 

no:yes) via SMOTE. For the Random Forest, subset size was also iteratively 

determined, with an ideal sampling rate of 2000:100 (20:1 ratio); though the RF 

model was not carried to the mapping stage after testing on the validation data. Early 

maps from an RF model using the criteria of Andrews and Martin (2000) to select 

liquefiable horizons can be found in Appendix C-3. 

The raw output from the final AB model which I used to produce the maps, is 

listed in Appendix B-1. Performance metrics for all final models on the validation 

states, as well as the test data are listed in Appendix B-2. Performance is markedly 

better on the Arkansas, Missouri and South Carolina data sets than on the Washington 

and Oregon test data; a curious result given that the model is trained entirely on PNW 

data. Class rebalancing also affects model performance on these states and PNW 

states produce relatively more false positives than NMSZ or CSZ states.  

4.2.2 Variable Importance 

The AdaBoost algorithm assesses variable importance as the number of times a 

particular predictor contributes to a split, averaged across all boosting iterations. 

However, AB incorporates random subset selection when growing trees during the 
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iterative step.  In practical terms, this means that variable importance can shift from 

run to run on the same data.  Because of this, it is necessary to average variable 

importance across multiple runs (Culp et al. 2006). Variable importance was averaged 

across 20 model runs for each of five splits of the training/testing data. These were 

then averaged across all five splits, producing the plot in figure 4.2.2. Averages for 

individual splits are in Appendix B-3.  

The ten most influential soil properties determined by the final AB model were 

(in descending order) sand total, clay total, fine sand fraction, bottom horizon depth, 

bulk density at one-third bar water tension (i.e. field capacity bulk density), % passing 

the no. 40 sieve, available water content at field capacity, % passing the no. 4 

sieve, % passing the no. 200 sieve and the coarse sand fraction. These properties are 

related to soil texture (total sand, clay), grain-size distribution (sieves, sand fractions) 

and aggregation/porosity (bulk density, available water content), with the exception 

of bottom-horizon depth, which may indicate a preference within the model for 

deeper soils.  Although not the same, bulk density is similar to relative density (a 

commonly measured soil engineering parameter that can be used to assess 

liquefaction susceptibility in sandy soils) and there are numerous geotechnical 

investigations exploring grain size distribution as liquefaction control (e.g. Castro et 

al. 1982, Polito & Martin 2001, Ashmawy et al. 2003). Until the criteria 

modifications of Seed et al. (2003), Bray et al. (2004), Bray & Sancio (2006), etc., 

soil texture was considered to be an important susceptibility criterion as well (e.g. 

Seed & Idriss 1982, Andrews & Martin 2000). However, extracting specific criteria 

from the AB model for these variables is not possible, and it is therefore unreasonable 
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to infer any liquefaction controls beyond the susceptibility predictions made by the 

model.      

4.2.3 Geotechnical Model 

I made susceptibility predictions using the criteria for cyclic liquefaction from 

Robertson and Cabal (2010) for each state. Performance was assessed using the same 

metrics as for the AB model. At the horizon level, the geotechnical model did not 

accord very well with the liquefaction data for Oregon, but performed well on the 

South Carolina data. When considered at the map unit level, as the class agreement 

maps in section 4.3.1.3 and 4.3.2.3 do, the geotechnical criteria are substantially more 

accurate for both. The discrepancy between performance at the horizon level vs the 

map unit level might be due to the geotechnical model’s criteria being more specific 

about which horizons in the map units actually contain liquefaction features. Since 

these horizons were not specified in the data, I assigned the positive class to all 

horizons within a map unit marked as having a liquefaction feature. The net result of 

this difference is that the AB model assigns susceptibility to different horizons in the 

same map units as the geotechnical model.  Taken at the map unit level, model 

agreement is much higher, but at the horizon level, the models are fairly discordant 

(see table 4.2.4).      

4.3 Predictive Maps 

The model results from both the ML and geotechnical approaches are predictions 

of the seismic behavior of component horizons. A liquefaction-susceptible soil map 

unit is one that contains at least one component horizon the model identifies as failing 

by seismic liquefaction and or ground deformation. The resulting prediction maps are 
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created by rejoining the component horizon tables (and their interpretations) to the 

spatial data layer of the soil map units (SSURGO polygons). 

From the engineering literature it is thought that soils of less than one meter depth 

would lack sufficient overburden pressure to liquefy (Obermeier 2005), but would 

still be susceptible to seismic ground softening or deformation.  Soil horizons 

intersecting the water table would be susceptible (i.e. saturated) year round, and those 

that do not intersect the water table would only be susceptible during a significant 

rain event.  Liquefaction susceptibility predictions are classed into four categories:  

1. Susceptible component horizon intersects water table and is at >= 1 m 

depth 

2. Susceptible component horizon intersects water table and is at < 1 m depth 

3. Susceptible component horizon does not intersect water table and is at >= 

1 m depth 

4. Susceptible component horizon does not intersect water table and is at < 1 

m depth         

These 4 categories are then mapped with the primary colors: red (1), yellow 

(2), light blue (3) and dark blue (4) as 50% transparent polygons, allowing map units 

with multiple susceptibilities to be identified visually, by their formation of secondary 

colors (i.e. orange, green, and purple). In discussing maps made with these classes, I 

refer to the classes individually, and also aggregate them by their intersection with the 

water table; class 1 & 2 is the aggregate for water table intersection (i.e. saturated 

soils), while class 3 & 4 is the aggregate for non-intersection (i.e. unsaturated soils).   

Model assessment was conducted for Oregon, Washington, Arkansas, Missouri 

and South Carolina, and maps were produced for Oregon and South Carolina. Maps 

of four-class susceptibility predictions from both models were produced, maps of 

model agreement for each susceptibility class, binary susceptibility (i.e. susceptible or 

not) for both models, and maps of prediction confidence for the AB model.  
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Additionally, maps covering several 7.5 minute quadrangles were produced for both 

Oregon and South Carolina in areas with existing maps of liquefaction 

hazard/potential (DOGAMI IMS for Oregon, GGMS5 for SC, respectively).    

4.3.1 Oregon Maps 

4.3.1.1 Four-class AdaBoost 

On the four-class susceptibility map of Oregon, the AdaBoost model makes most 

of its positive predictions in areas that are relatively flat, primarily where there is 

current and former fluvial, lacustrine or other alluvial deposition.  Class 1 & 2 (those 

that intersect the water table) are most frequently predicted near current bodies of 

water/waterways, while class 3 & 4 (those that do not intersect the water table) 

accompany areas of previous water action. Areas of extensive susceptibility include 

much of the coast, floodplains of the Willamette, McKenzie, North and South 

Santiam, and Clackamas rivers in the Willamette Valley, as well as many of the lakes 

in the Harney Basin.  

4.3.1.2 Four-class Geotechnical 

The criteria used in the prediction of the geotechnical four-class map are much 

less complex than the 42 predictors that went into the AB model, making the 

geotechnical model less specific in its predictions (i.e. positive predictions have much 

greater areal extent). Classes 1 and 2 are similar to the four-class AB, particularly in 

the Willamette Valley and on the coast, but classes 3 and 4 are very different, 

covering a much greater area of central and north-central Oregon.  

4.3.1.3  Model Agreement - Class 

Model agreement maps highlight the differences between the two prediction 

methods at each class level. Areas of light blue indicate agreement between the 
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models, while dark gray areas indicate disagreement. The light gray survey area 

polygons indicate either non-susceptibility or that the area has not yet actually been 

surveyed by the NRCS.  

For the Oregon data set, I computed the Kappa for each class, at both the map unit 

and horizon levels.  The horizon level agreement is a measure of the raw model 

output, while the map unit agreement measures accord after susceptible horizons of 

each class from each component have been aggregated to produce one susceptibility 

class polygon per unit. It is thought that the map unit level measure allows the two 

models to disagree on which horizons are susceptible, but still arrive at the same 

conclusion.   

The horizon-level kappa statistics are much lower than the map unit-level; class 1, 

2, and 3 all score 0.40, while the class 4 score is 0.33.  All of these κ values fall 

within the ‘fair’ agreement strength category.  Considering the map unit level, κ 

values are much higher; class 1 is the highest at 0.68, class 2 at 0.65, class 3 with 0.48 

and class 4 with 0.41. These scores range from substantial (class 1 & 2) to moderate 

(class 3 & 4) agreement.  

4.3.1.4 Binary Susceptibility 

The binary susceptibility maps compact all horizon-level predictions to the map 

unit level. A map unit is considered susceptible if it contains one or more susceptible 

horizons. Susceptible map units are denoted by an orange color, while non-

susceptible units are a dark gray. Light gray survey area polygons indicate areas that 

lack survey data.  

The AB and geotechnical binary maps highlight the difference in prediction areal 

extent between the two models, while the overall agreement map shows this 
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explicitly. Agreement measures for the overall view are Kappa of 0.31 at the horizon 

level, indicating fair agreement, and moderate agreement (κ = 0.47) at the map unit 

level. 

4.3.1.5 AdaBoost Prediction Confidence 

The AB model produces a probability estimate for its predicted classes and the 

class with a simple majority becomes the prediction. The model confidence map 

displays confidence on a per-class basis, with one layer per class. The probability 

estimates range from 50-99.9%, with a color ramp grading from white (50-75% 

confidence) to red (95-99.9% confidence).  Each layer is 75% transparent, requiring a 

minimum of four overlapping polygons to make a solid color.  In practical terms, this 

means that the areas of lighter pink to white have lower confidence than those with 

darker pink to red.  Areas of lower model confidence include parts of the southern 

Willamette Valley, map units near Klamath Lake and areas in the Harney Basin. 

4.3.1.6  Comparison to Selected DOGAMI Maps 

The Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) have 

produced seismic hazard maps for a number of communities in Oregon, as part of 

their Interpretive Map Series (IMS). Many of the IMS maps include an assessment of 

liquefaction hazard.  These maps use measured shear wave velocities, geologic unit 

thickness, and well driller’s logs to produce liquefaction hazard estimates (Madin & 

Wang 1999). The IMS series only includes Oregon communities with a population 

greater than 4000, and the maps are restricted to a certain radial extent around these 

towns and small cities. All of the liquefaction hazard maps are for communities west 

of the Cascade Range. The hazard classes assigned in the maps consist of high, 

medium, low and none, with depths ranging from 0 – 30+ m. For depths <0.5 m, 
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hazard is reduced by two classes, while depths 0.5-3.0 m are reduced by one hazard 

class.  Selections of these maps are outlined in figures 4.3.1.6-1, through 4.3.1.6-5.   

The most recent DOGAMI mapping effort, the web browser-based HazVu map 

tool, displays geologic hazard maps with an extent encompassing the entire state of 

Oregon.  The liquefaction hazard maps from the HazVu tool are based on DOGAMI 

Open-File Report O-13-06, which was produced as part of the Oregon Resilience 

Plan for Cascadia Subduction Zone Earthquakes (Madin & Burns, 2012). The data 

archive for the report includes a liquefaction susceptibility map, created in the manner 

of Youd & Perkins (1978), which forms the basis of the hazard map. The map is 

composed of modified Youd & Perkins geologic unit susceptibility ratings. Other, 

more site-specific susceptibility maps created by DOGAMI in the past are also 

included in the susceptibility map.   

Comparing the HazVu susceptibility map (IMS maps included) at the state level, 

it is clear that my predictions are similar, though the missing portions of the soil 

survey data make direct comparison difficult.  Although the spatial arrangement of 

the surficial geologic data is related to the soil survey data, the other elements that 

went into the DOGAMI maps are not particularly well related; they consider a portion 

of the same depths, but the AB/geotechnical maps do not use shear wave velocities or 

well driller’s logs.  The well driller’s logs give an indication of the soil and rocks 

encountered, and the depth to the static water level (i.e. groundwater).  These data 

could be useful, but my modeling effort has been more concerned with dynamic (i.e. 

seasonal) water levels.  Future inclusion of the geologic units into my maps could 

provide a means assess susceptibility in areas where soil survey is not yet complete.  
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Ultimately, the DOGAMI liquefaction susceptibility maps are assessing different 

quantities than my maps, but the two may be complementary.    

4.3.1.7 Newberg Quadrangle 

The Newberg 7.5 minute quadrangle was chosen as an area to compare model 

predictions in greater detail, as the maps of the quad highlight similarities and 

differences between both methods, particularly when predicted susceptibility maps 

are overlayed onto a ten meter digital elevation model (and resultant hillshade; z-

factor 2). I produced four-class susceptibility maps for the Newberg quad as well as 

prediction agreement maps as an aggregate and at the map unit level.  

Visually, there are two primary areas of disagreement between the susceptibility 

maps.  The geotechnical model predicts seasonal susceptibility (class 4) in the hills 

northwest of the river, including hillslopes and ridgelines. Conversely, the AdaBoost 

model predicts multiple susceptibilities in several map units south of the bend in the 

river.  Together, both maps predict similar susceptibility in the floodplain and flow 

path of the river. The areas of agreement are composed of roughly 730 component 

horizons marked as susceptible, while the disagreement from the geotechnical model 

(hills) represents 95 horizons and the disagreement from the AB model comprises 451 

horizons.  Although their extent areas appear similar, the AB model disagreement has 

roughly four times as many horizons because the soils involved are in the deep 

alluvium around the river, developing greater horizonation than the soils on 

hillslopes. In addition to model agreement, SSURGO data harmonization problems 

are apparent in the Newberg quad map; soil map units bisected by the county line are 

susceptible on one side and not on the other.   
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4.3.2 South Carolina Maps 

4.3.2.1 Four-class AdaBoost 

The AB model predicts a very large portion of the South Carolina coastal plain to 

be liquefaction susceptible. The coastal plain is relatively flat, very sandy and with 

relatively shallow water tables. Susceptibility classes 1-4 are heavily represented 

along the coastline, grading to just classes 3 and 4 toward the edge of the coastal 

plain. Positive predictions are very sparse beyond this boundary, which also denotes 

the edge of the GGMS5 seismic hazard map I compared in section 4.3.2.5. 

The area between the geologic boundary and the coast is characterized by karst 

topography and loose, unconsolidated sediments (which the GGMS5 map classifies 

as susceptible to sinkholes & collapse).  

4.3.2.2 Four-class Geotechnical 

The four-class geotechnical map predicts dramatically less class 1 & 2 

susceptibility, and more extensive class 3 & 4 susceptibility.  Comparing figures 

4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2, it appears that the class 3 & 4 susceptibility does not agree well 

with the same classes from the AB model.   

4.3.2.3 Model Agreement – Class 

Visually, from the perspective of the model agreement maps the 2, 3, and 4 class 

predictions agree quite well, when considered only on the coastal plain. Class 1 does 

not appear to accord between models.  Kappa values were calculated at the horizon 

level for the whole state, with class 1 in fair agreement (κ = 0.35) and classes 2, 3, 

and 4 in substantial agreement (κ = 0.71, 0.70, 0.67, respectively).  Map unit level 

agreement Kappa was not computed, though it would likely be lower, due to the 
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abundance of positive predicted horizons on the coastal plain – compacting these 

down to the map unit level would highlight the difference between models more. 

4.3.2.4 Binary Susceptibility 

The South Carolina binary maps illustrate the potential need for additional map 

layers to constrain prediction; both models appear to be over-predicting susceptibility. 

However, model performance for SC was high across all measures for the AB model, 

and its predictions were primarily restricted to the coastal plain.  The geotechnical 

model predictions are similar to the AB model for the coastal plain, but are also quite 

extensive in the piedmont region of the state, which indicates the need for additional 

predictors in the geotechnical model. Overall map agreement is fair, with Kappa of 

0.35.  

4.3.2.5 AdaBoost Prediction Confidence 

Prediction confidence is highest along the coastline, following waterways inland, 

and at the coast plain boundary.  Areas of low confidence coincide with karst 

topography and areas of little to no geologic hazard as delineated by the GGMS5 

map. Limiting map predictions to probabilities >75% might be sufficient to reduce 

the abundance of susceptible-marked soils, though this would require additional study 

to determine which soil properties (or lack thereof) were responsible for the low 

confidence. 

4.3.2.6 Comparison to GGMS5 Map 

The South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SC DNR) produced the 

Geologic Hazards of the South Carolina Coastal Plain (GGMS5) map in 2012.  The 

GGMS5 maps potential geologic hazards at 1:600,000 scale, for use by local 

emergency planners (SC DNR 2012).  The study behind it assessed liquefaction, 
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landslide, collapse, and sinkhole potential.  Liquefaction potential was derived from 

geologic unit depth, sediment type, intersection with the water table and whether or 

not the units had previously observed liquefaction features.  As the assessment is of 

liquefaction potential, they also incorporated scenario earthquakes to the measure. 

Liquefaction potential is divided into high (orange, liquefaction features already 

present) and low (yellow, no visible liquefaction features).  The high potential portion 

of the map occupies the coastline and nearby riverbeds and floodplains, while the low 

portion follows stream valleys further inland. Low potential was delineated based on 

lack of liquefaction features from prior earthquakes, though the geologic units are 

thought to be as susceptible as those on the coast (SC DNR 2012). I aggregated the 

other geologic hazards (green, landslides, sinkholes, collapse) into a single ‘other 

geologic hazards’ category for my reproduction of the map.  

I selected an area in central South Carolina, at the confluence of the Wateree and 

Congaree Rivers, which flow into Lake Marion, for a closer map comparison. Both 

rivers flow through low, alluvial valleys with floodplains that connect to form a V 

shape at the confluence of the rivers.  The GGMS5 map predicts large portions of 

these river valleys to have low liquefaction potential (on the basis that they do not 

currently have any visible liquefaction features, but are saturated and composed of 

thick, loose sediment).  Drainages flowing across the floodplains and feeding into the 

rivers, from the nearby hills, are also rated low potential.  

The Adaptive Boosting model predictions generally accord with the GGMS5 

map, identifying the floodplain, river flow path, and drainages as class 1 and 2 

susceptibility, with clustered map units between drainages as class 1 and 3. In the 

hills surrounding the river valleys, areas of low relief are also mapped class 3 or 4.  
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The geotechnical model is very similar to the boosting model.  The most notable 

difference is that the geotechnical model only identifies one or two susceptible 

horizons per map unit, and there are very few map units with multiple susceptibilities. 

Conversely, the AB model includes many horizons and multiple susceptibilities for 

each map unit.  There is also a large portion of the floodplain that is marked as not 

likely susceptible, leading down to Lake Marion.  This is likely due to missing data in 

the SSURGO database, rather than an oddity of the geotechnical model.  Since the 

boosting model is able to use surrogate splits, a few missing predictors do not 

significantly alter the outcome of predictions, which highlights a shortcoming of the 

geotechnical criteria.  
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Figure 4.1-1 Sand blows located at the bottom of an irrigation ditch, approximately 1 m diameter. 

Shovel handle is 40 cm long. Location: NE Arkansas, 35°50'23.65"N latitude, 90° 8'45.96"W 

longitude. (Photo credit: Adam Lindsley) 

 

 

Figure 4.1-2 Clastic dike terminating in sand volcano, located in stream bank approximately 3 m tall. 

Green arrows follow the dike. Location: NE Arkansas, 35°46'19.18"N latitude, 90°10'43.18"W 

longitude. (Photo credit: Adam Lindsley) 
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Figure 4.2.1 F-measures amongst RF, AB and CART models; testing performed on 5 random splits of 

the data with 10 repetitions each. 
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Figure 4.2.2 Variable importance plot for final adaptive boosting model

 

Table 4.2.3 Comparison of adaptive boosting model vs geotechnical model performance for OR and 

SC, AB model outperforms GEO in every metric assessed. 

 

Metric SC AB SC GEO OR AB OR GEO 

F-Measure 0.98 0.82 0.75 0.53 

G-Mean 0.98 0.83 0.94 0.60 

Balanced Accuracy 0.98 0.842 0.94 0.68 

 

Table 4.2.4 Comparison of model agreement Kappa scores for OR and SC across susceptibility classes 

at horizon level (HZ) for both states and map unit (MU) level for OR. Strength scores are Fair = F, 

Moderate = M, Substantial = S. 

 

State OR SC 

Class 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

HZ Kappa 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.33 0.35 0.71 0.70 0.67 

Strength F F F F F S S M 

MU Kappa 0.68 0.65 0.48 0.41     

Strength S S M F     
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Figure 4.3.1.1-1 Oregon 4-class liquefaction susceptibility map – boosting 
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Figure 4.3.1.2-1 Oregon 4-class liquefaction susceptibility map – geotechnical  
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Figure 4.3.1.3-1 Susceptibility class 1 model agreement – Oregon, horizon κ = 0.40, map unit κ = 0.68 
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Figure 4.3.1.3-2 Susceptibility class 2 model agreement – Oregon, horizon κ = 0.40, map unit κ = 0.65 
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Figure 4.3.1.3-3 Susceptibility class 3 model agreement – Oregon, horizon κ = 0.40, map unit κ = 0.48 
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Figure 4.3.1.3-4 Susceptibility class 4 model agreement – Oregon, horizon κ = 0.33, map unit κ = 0.41 
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Figure 4.3.1.4-1 Binary liquefaction susceptibility, AdaBoost model – Oregon 
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Figure 4.3.1.4-2 Binary liquefaction susceptibility, geotechnical model – Oregon 
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Figure 4.3.1.4-3 Model agreement for binary susceptibility – Oregon, map unit κ = 0.47 
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Figure 4.3.1.5 Prediction confidence for AdaBoost model – Oregon 
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Figure 4.3.1.6-1 DOGAMI HazVu map extent – Oregon 
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Figure 4.3.1.6-2 Selected DOGAMI HazVu  map extent – spatial context 
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Figure 4.3.1.6-3 DOGAMI HazVu map on a 10 m DEM 
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Figure 4.3.1.6-4 AB model, matching extent with DOGAMI maps 
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Figure 4.3.1.6-5 Geotechnical model, matching extent with USGS model.  
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Figure 4.3.1.7-1 Geotechnical and Adaboost susceptibility maps for the Newberg Quadrangle 
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Figure 4.3.1.7-1 Map unit agreement and overall agreement between AB and GEO models, note harmonization issue along county boundary 
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Figure 4.3.2.1 South Carolina 4 class susceptibility map – AdaBoost 
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Figure 4.3.2.2 South Carolina 4 class susceptibility map – Geotechnical 
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Figure 4.3.2.3-1 Susceptibility class 1 model agreement – South Carolina, horizon κ = 0.35  
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Figure 4.3.2.3-2 Susceptibility class 2 model agreement – South Carolina, horizon κ = 0.71 
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Figure 4.3.2.3-3 Susceptibility class 3 model agreement – South Carolina, horizon κ = 0.70 
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Figure 4.3.2.3-4 Susceptibility class 4 model agreement – South Carolina, horizon κ = 0.67 
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Figure 4.3.2.4-1 Binary liquefaction susceptibility for SC, adaptive boosting model  
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Figure 4.3.2.4-2 Binary liquefaction susceptibility for SC, geotechnical model  
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Figure 4.3.2.4-3 Model agreement for binary susceptibility – South Carolina, horizon κ = 0.35 
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Figure 4.3.2.5 South Carolina prediction confidence – AB 
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Figure 4.3.2.6-1 Reproduction of GGMS5 geologic hazard map for SC 
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Figure 4.3.2.6-2 Selected comparison area – SC, GGMS5 map 
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Figure 4.3.2.6-3 AB model predictions for selected SC comparison area 
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Figure 4.3.2.6-4 Geotechnical model predictions for selected SC comparison area
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5.0 Discussion 

5.1 Variable Importance 

The variables selected by the AB model as most important (section 4.1) are 

horizon-level predictors. They fall into four main areas of influence: texture, 

aggregation/porosity, grain size distribution, and depth.  Models built with RF and 

CART (data not published) assign high importance scores to the component-level 

predictors, soil moisture class, parent material kind, elevation and sub group 

taxonomic prefix (though this is roughly equivalent to the soil moisture class).  

Considering these predictors when looking at positive predictions from the AB model 

in the Newberg quadrangle, the positive predictions frequently have aquic or xeric 

soil moisture classes, low elevation, and alluvial parent materials, with field capacity 

bulk densities of approximately 1.30 g/cm
3
 and silty textures.  

Taken together, these soils are characterized by change – they are frequently 

saturated, relatively loose alluvial soils in environments of frequent deposition and 

occasional flooding. The seismically deformable soil, at least as put forth by my 

model, accords well with the description of same in section 2.1.  

5.2 AdaBoost vs Geotechnical  

The DSM model fits the data better across the testing and validation sets, but, 

what precisely is the model explaining? The geotechnical criteria were developed in a 

lab environment with extensive testing of sediments known to have previously 

liquefied (Bray & Sancio 2006). In contrast, the AB model is the collection of 

empirical relationships between soil properties in map units that are known to have 

liquefied. As I did not use any selection criteria for individual horizons, my approach 

looks at the whole soil.  An area for improvement might be to revisit the relative 
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density approximation/pedotransfer function, or to include the geotechnical criteria as 

a filter on the predictions from the AB model.    

5.3 Probability, Potential, and Time 

My model does not address actual earthquake hazard, scenario earthquakes, return 

periods, etc. With the availability of these data as GIS layers, incorporation into the 

model, or use as a filter, would not be difficult.  However, there is value in keeping 

the model separate from probability estimates, in that the model can be equally 

applied to anywhere with NCSS soils data, regardless of the likelihood of a seismic 

event.  With the advent of increased anthropogenic seismicity (e.g. hydrofracking, 

wastewater injection), areas of the United States that did not previously experience 

earthquakes will likely need liquefaction susceptibility mapping and my model might 

provide a rapid assessment that could lead to more detailed investigation. 

Additionally, both the geotechnical and adaptive boosting models have predicted 

classes that include a seasonal element: both in the recorded fluctuations of water 

table depth (available in the SSURGO data, but not used) and the predictions of the 

class 3 & 4 susceptibility. A logical next step would be to take these predictions into a 

hydrological modeling environment and more precisely calculate how long a soil 

marked as susceptible would remain that way after a rain storm or flood event.  

5.4 Inter-model Agreement 

Agreement between the models was relatively high (ranging from moderate to 

substantial Kappa scores), which could support further development of the 

geotechnical criteria, at least to make map unit-level predictions. The inclusion of 

several more soil parameters into these criteria might improve performance 

sufficiently to just use the geotechnical criteria for rapid assessment.  The 
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geotechnical model took approximately 30 minutes to induct into ArcGIS and 

produce maps (not counting roughly five hours of database joining and data 

cleaning), compared to the model development and tuning process for the adaptive 

boosting model, which included 5-10 hours of tuning and an additional 10-15 hours 

of processing time.    

5.5 Shortcomings of this Method 

Aside from the lack of horizon-specific susceptibility criteria, my particular 

method of data acquisition from gSSURGO does have some downsides.  First, when 

performing the horizon : component : map unit join, if a given map unit has no 

horizons or component (i.e. if it is not really a soil per se, like mine tailings or dredge 

spoils), it is commonly dropped from the join and not included in the database. In the 

context of machine learning modeling, this makes sense, as those map units would 

have very little data from which to construct a model. However, both mine tailings 

and dredge spoils are both known to be liquefiable if saturated, and thus their 

exclusion is suboptimal. 

Another area of potential difficulty is with the gSSURGO data itself, as evidenced 

in the Newberg quad map, there are harmonization issues between county soil 

surveys, where soils are mapped the same way across county lines, but their 

properties differ due to scale issues or other data problems.  In addition to 

harmonization, the Oregon data demonstrates the fact that the Natural Resource 

Conservation Service is not finished surveying the soils of the United States, and 

likely will not finish for some time. This could be remedied by the application of 

digital soil mapping techniques on a broad scale, to complete the survey more rapidly.  
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Finally, the Oregon and Washington data sets are very small compared to 

Missouri, Arkansas and South Carolina.  Although the model built from the OR-WA 

data performed very well on the validation states, its performance on the test data 

could be improved with additional real samples. Inclusion of additional sample data 

from Peterson et al. (2014), post-defense, increased F-measures for test data by 23%. 

5.6 Further Study 

Overall, this modeling and mapping endeavor successfully identifies liquefaction 

susceptibility using USDA soils data.  Future research might attempt to gather 

additional Oregon and Washington liquefaction data by using the current model and 

maps to guide remotely sensed data and eventual field study.  The incorporation of 

additional data layers, such as surficial geology, into the model might yield better 

results, or at least a more complete picture of what is driving the formation of 

susceptible soils. A recent study by Ramakrishnan (2014), explores the use of 

Landsat-TM data in the assessment of liquefaction susceptibility; these data are 

readily available and could be added to my model.   

  The inclusion of different or additional ensemble learning methods to the 

modeling step might improve predictions and their interpretability.  I used decision 

tree-based methods because of precedent in the literature and in the mapping work of 

the Noller Lab at Oregon State University, but there are a great many other 

algorithms available. 

6.0 Conclusions 

Predictive mapping is an effective method for the development of liquefaction 

susceptibility assessments for rural environments with the SSURGO soils data.  The 

maps produced compare favorably with other recent liquefaction mapping efforts, 
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though they are at different scales and depths.  The liquefaction maps I created are not 

tied to any seismic source, and begin to address seasonal variation in water content of 

susceptible soils.  Future uses of these maps include rural planning, initial 

liquefaction susceptibility assessment leading to more in-depth testing, and 

susceptibility measures in areas that do not traditionally experience seismicity, but 

due to human activities, such as that related to fracking in oil field development, now 

apparently have a transient seismic hazard.  
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Appendix A-1 Geomorphic descriptors used to assign negative class 

 

State Geomorphic Descriptors 

O
re

g
o
n

 
'canyon walls, canyonlands, hills on hillslopes, mountain slopes, mountains', 

'canyonlands, canyons, hills, hillslopes', 'canyonlands, canyons, hills, 

hillslopes, mountain slopes, mountains', 'canyons, hillslopes', 'canyons, 

mountains', 'cinder cones', 'cinder cones, escarpments', 'cinder cones, lava 

plateaus', 'cinder cones, lava plateaus, lava plateaus', 'cinder cones, 

mountains', 'escarpments, hills, hillslopes', 'escarpments, hillslopes', 

'escarpments, fault-block mountains', 'escarpments, mountain slopes, 

mountains, plateaus', 'escarpments, volcanic cones', 'glacial-valley walls, 

mountain slopes', 'glacial-valley walls, mountains', 'headwalls, mountain 

slopes', 'hills', 'hills on hillslopes', 'hills on hillslopes, mountain slopes, 

mountains', 'hills, hills', 'hills, hills, mountain slopes, mountains', 'hills, hills, 

mountains, mountains', 'hills, hillsides, mountain slopes, mountains', 'hills, 

hillsides, mountain slopes, mountains, mountainsides', 'hills, hillslopes', 'hills, 

hillslopes, lava plateaus, lava plateaus', 'hills, hillslopes, lava plateaus, lava 

plateaus, mesas', 'hills, hillslopes, lava plateaus, lava plateaus, ridges', 'hills, 

hillslopes, mesas, mountain slopes, mountains, ridges', 'hills, hillslopes, 

mountain slopes, mountains', 'hills, hillslopes, mountain slopes, mountains, 

ridges', 'hills, hillslopes, ridges', 'hills, lava plateaus, hillslopes, lava plateaus', 

'hills, lava plateaus, lava plateaus, hillslopes', 'hills, mountain slopes', 'hills, 

mountains', 'hillslopes', 'hillslopes on hills', 'hillslopes, hills', 'hillslopes, lava 

plateaus, lava plateaus', 'hillslopes, mountain slopes', 'hillslopes, mountains', 

'hillslopes, ridges', 'knolls, ridges', 'mountain slopes', 'mountain slopes, 

mountain valleys, mountains', 'mountain slopes, mountains', 'mountain 

slopes, mountains, ridges', 'mountain slopes, mountains, ridges on mountains, 

rotational slides', 'mountain slopes, mountains, ridges, rotational slides', 

'mountain slopes, mountains, saddles on mountains, ridges', 'mountain slopes, 

ridges', 'mountain valleys, mountains', 'mountains', 'mountains, hillslopes, 

mountain slopes', 'mountains, mountain slopes', 'mountains, mountain slopes, 

hillslopes', 'mountains, mountain valleys, mountain slopes', 'mountains, 

mountains', 'mountains, stratovolcanoes', 'mountains, volcanic cones', 'ridges', 

'ridges on mountains, rotational slides on mountains, mountains 
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W
a
sh

in
g
to

n
 

'avalanche chutes on mountains', 'avalanche chutes, mountain slopes', 

'avalanche chutes, mountains', 'buttes', 'buttes, hills', 'canyons, mountain 

slopes, mountains, ridges', 'canyons, mountain slopes, mountains', 'cinder 

cones', 'cinder cones, uplands', 'cirque floors, mountain slopes, mountains', 

'cirque floors, mountain slopes, mountains, ridges', 'cirque headwalls', 'cirque 

headwalls, mountain slopes, mountains', 'cirque walls', 'cirque walls, 

mountain slopes, mountains, troughs', 'cirques on mountains, mountain slopes 

on mountains', 'cirques, ridges', 'cliffs, mountain slopes, mountains', 

'foothills', 'foothills, hills', 'foothills, hills, mountain slopes, mountains', 

'foothills, hills, mountains', 'foothills, hillslopes', 'foothills, hillslopes, 

landslides', 'foothills, hillslopes, mountain slopes, mountains', 'foothills, 

hillslopes, ridges', 'foothills, hillslopes, terraces', 'foothills, mountain slopes', 

'foothills, mountains, ridges', 'foothills, valley sides', 'glacial-valley walls on 

mountains', 'glacial-valley walls, mountain slopes, mountains', 'hills', 'hills on 

mountains', 'hills on mountains, mountain slopes on mountains', 'hills, 

escarpments', 'hills, hillslopes', 'hills, hillslopes, canyonlands, canyons', 'hills, 

hillslopes, moraines', 'hills, hillslopes, mountain slopes, mountains', 'hills, 

hillslopes, mountain slopes, mountains, ridges', 'hills, landslides', 'hills, 

mountain slopes, mountains', 'hills, mountain slopes, mountains, ridges', 

'hills, mountains', 'hills, mountains, mountains', 'hills, mountains, mountains, 

ridges', 'hills, mountains, ridges', 'hills, ridges' , 'hills, ridges on mountains, 

mountains' , 'hillsides' , 'hillslopes', 'hillslopes, mountain slopes', 'hillslopes, 

ridges', 'mountain slopes', 'mountain slopes on mountains', 'mountain slopes 

on mountains, mountain slopes on mountains', 'mountain slopes on 

mountains, mountain slopes on mountains, mountain slopes on mountains' , 

'mountain slopes on mountains, mountain slopes on mountains, ridges on 

mountains' , 'mountain slopes on mountains, mountain slopes on mountains, 

terraces on mountains' , 'mountain slopes on mountains, terraces on 

mountains' , 'mountain slopes, hills on mountains' , 'mountain slopes, 

mountain slopes, mountain valleys, mountains' , 'mountain slopes, mountain 

slopes, mountains' , 'mountain slopes, mountain slopes, mountains, terraces' , 

'mountain slopes, mountain valleys, mountains' , 'mountain slopes, 

mountains' , 'mountain slopes, mountains, plateaus' , 'mountain slopes, 

mountains, plateaus, ridges' , 'mountain slopes, mountains, ridges' , 'mountain 

slopes, mountains, terraces' , 'mountain slopes, ridges' 

A
rk

a
n

sa
s 'hillslopes, mountains', 'hills on hills', 'hills', 'hills, hills', 'hills, hillsides', 'hills, 

hillsides or mountainsides', 'hills, hillslopes', 'hills, mountainsides', 'hillsides 

on hills', 'hillsides', 'hillsides or mountainsides', 'hillsides or mountainsides on 

hills', 'hillsides, mountains', 'hillsides, mountainsides' 
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M
is

so
u

ri
 

'hillslopes, mountains', 'hills on hills', 'hills', 'hills, hills', 'hills, hillsides', 'hills, 

hillsides or mountainsides', 'hills, hillslopes', 'hills, mountainsides', 'hillsides 

on hills', 'hillsides', 'hillsides or mountainsides', 'hillsides or mountainsides on 

hills', 'hillsides, mountains', 'hillsides, mountainsides', 'divides, mountains' , 

'divides, hills, hillslopes' , 'hills, hillsides, hillslopes' , 'hills, hillsides, ridges' , 

'hills, hillslopes, ridges' , 'hills, knobs' , 'hills, ridges' , 'hills, scarp slopes' , 

'hills, uplands' , 'hillslopes on uplands' , 'hillslopes, mountains' , 'mountains, 

ridges' , 'ridges, uplands' 

S
o
u

th
 C

a
ro

li
n

a
 'hillslopes, mountains', 'hills on hills', 'hills', 'hills, hills', 'hills, hillsides', 'hills, 

hillsides or mountainsides', 'hills, hillslopes', 'hills, mountainsides', 'hillsides 

on hills', 'hillsides', 'hillsides or mountainsides', 'hillsides or mountainsides on 

hills', 'hillsides, mountains', 'hillsides, mountainsides', 'mountain slopes on 

mountains' , 'mountain slopes, mountains', 'hills, piedmonts', 'hillslopes on 

piedmonts', 'hillslopes on uplands', 'hillslopes on uplands, urban land', 

'hillslopes, piedmonts', 'hillslopes, uplands' 
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Appendix A-2 Parent material kind groupings 
 

Parent Material Kind Input (43) Parent Material Kind Output (29) 

Alluvium Alluvium 

Colluvium Colluvium 

Loess Loess 

Marine deposits Marine deposits 

Mine spoil or earthy fill Mine spoil or earthy fill 

Pedisediment Pedisediment 

Residuum Residuum 

Fluviomarine deposits Fluviomarine deposits 

Calcareous Loess Loess 

Outwash Outwash 

Slope alluvium Slope alluvium 

Till Till 

Ash flow Volcanic material 

Beach sand Beach sand 

Ablation till Ablation till 

Basal till Basal till 

Cinders Volcanic material 

Complex landslide deposits Complex landslide deposits 

Debris avalanche deposits Colluvium 

Conglomerate Conglomerate 

Dredge spoils Dredge spoils 

Drift Drift 

Eolian deposits Eolian deposits 

Eolian sands Eolian sands 

Glaciofluvial deposits Glaciofluvial deposits 

Glaciolacustrine deposits Glaciolacustrine deposits 

Glaciomarine deposits Glaciomarine 

Grassy organic material Organic material 

Mossy organic material Organic material 

Woody organic material Organic material 

Herbaceous organic material Organic material 

Lacustrine deposits Lacustrine deposits 

Lahar Mudflow deposits 

Pumice Volcanic material 

Pyroclastic flow Volcanic material 

Sandstone Sandstone 

Volcanic ash Volcanic material 

Mudflow deposits Mudflow deposits 

Rockfall deposits Rockfall deposits 

Acidic volcanic ash Volcanic material 

Basaltic volcanic ash Volcanic material 

Diatomaceous earth Lacustrine deposits 

Mass movement deposits Colluvium 
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Appendix B-1 Raw model results - final Adaptive Boosting model on Test and 

Validation data 

 

Oregon Confusion Matrix 

 Reference 

Prediction No Yes 

No 688770 15 

Yes 68 121 

Sensitivity 0.8897059 

Specificity 0.9999129 

Pos Pred Value 0.6402116 

Neg Pred Value 0.9999782 

Prevalence 0.0001974 

Detection Rate 0.0001756 

Detection Prevalence 0.0002743 

Balanced Accuracy 0.9448036 

 

Washington Confusion Matrix 

 Reference 

Prediction No Yes 

No 842362 113 

Yes 341 327 

Sensitivity 0.7431818 

Specificity 0.9995953 

Pos Pred Value 0.4895210 

Neg Pred Value 0.9998659 

Prevalence 0.0005219 

Detection Rate 0.0003878 

Detection Prevalence 0.0007923 

Balanced Accuracy 0.8713886    

 

Missouri Confusion Matrix 

 Reference 

Prediction No Yes 

No 1603088 335 

Yes 12 9646 

Sensitivity 0.966436 

Specificity 0.999993 

Pos Pred Value 0.998758 

Neg Pred Value 0.999791 

Prevalence 0.006188 

Detection Rate 0.005980 

Detection Prevalence 0.005987 

Balanced Accuracy 0.983214 
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Arkansas Confusion Matrix 

 Reference 

Prediction No Yes 

No 308362 424 

Yes 0 7146 

Sensitivity 0.94399 

Specificity 1.00000 

Pos Pred Value 1.00000 

Neg Pred Value 0.99863 

Prevalence 0.02396 

Detection Rate 0.02262 

Detection Prevalence 0.02262 

Balanced Accuracy 0.97199 

 

South Carolina Confusion Matrix 

 Reference 

Prediction No Yes 

No 96365 45 

Yes 0 928 

Sensitivity 0.953751 

Specificity 1.000000 

Pos Pred Value 1.000000 

Neg Pred Value 0.999533 

Prevalence 0.009995 

Detection Rate 0.009533 

Detection Prevalence 0.009533 

Balanced Accuracy 0.976876 
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Appendix B-2 F-measure, G-mean and Balanced Accuracy boxplots across RF, 

CART and AB models and test/validation sets 

 

Test data for Oregon (OR) and Washington (WA) 
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Missouri 
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Arkansas 
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South Carolina 
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Appendix B-3 Average variable importance plots for AB model 

 

The training data was split into 20:80 training/testing divisions 5 times and AB 

models trained on each split with 20 repetitions. Importance plots are the averaged 

result of each 20-repetition run. 
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Appendix C-1 Simplified method for joining gSSURGO data tables in ArcGIS 10.1 

 

Joining the map unit polygon (MUP) with the aggregated map unit properties 

(AGM), component properties (CO), and horizon properties (HZ), in a manner that 

does not truncate the data, is a challenging task in ArcGIS 10.1.  A one-to-one 

relationship between the MUP and AGM does not lose data, as there is only one row 

in the AGM table per MUP (i.e. AGM properties are aggregated for the entire map 

unit and do not specify which horizon or component they came from).  However, a 

one-to-one (or one-to-many) relationship between the MUP and the CO or HZ tables 

is problematic, as the CO table contains multiple components per MUP and each 

component has multiple horizons.  The default behavior of ArcGIS 10.1 when 

presented with this situation is to join only the first row of each component and 

horizon, resulting in an MUP table with the properties for the first component and 

first horizon in each map unit – and nothing else.  An additional challenge lies in the 

complexity of joining these tables to the existing spatial data (MUP); processing 

times increase exponentially with each table added.   

My solution to this problem was to join the tables in reverse, starting with the 

most complex (HZ) and proceeding to the CO, AGM and finally MUP. I used the 

Make Query Table tool, which allows for the mass-joining of multiple tables with 

spatial data, at no significant processing cost.  The tables form many to one 

relationships between each other using the map unit, component and horizon keys in 

the gSSURGO data. The resulting layer is a combination of the spatial MUP’s with 

the depth-specific component and horizon data.  

After the initial development of this method, other tables of interest within the 

gSSURGO data set (e.g. parent material kind, moisture class) were joined to the 
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individual HZ and CO tables.  Additionally, computed values, such as overburden 

stress and porosity, were added to the HZ table before performing the final join with 

the Make Query Table tool. 

The final data layer is then exported to a comma separated value (CSV) file and 

inducted into the R statistical environment for analysis. After modeling and predicting 

liquefaction susceptibility, predictions are exported to CSV and joined to the 

combined MUP/AGM/CO/HZ, using the Object ID as key (note that this works 

because the initial row order is preserved by R).   
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Appendix C-2 Pedotransfer function 

 

My initial plan with the geotechnical model was to model sandy soils and 

silty/clayey soils separately, using the criteria of Bray and Sancio (2006) for the 

silty/clayey soils, and the method detailed in this section to model sandy soils. I 

attempted to approximate penetration resistance, Q (via a pedotransfer function), 

which was assumed to be comparable to cone penetration test Q values. These Q 

values would then be transformed to an estimation of relative density and then 

liquefaction susceptibility 

Estimating cone penetration test results (pedotranfer functions) 

The pedotransfer function developed by Whitmore et al., 2010 is as follows: 

 

               |     |             

 

Where Q is the penetration resistance, I,    and    are constants,   is the matric 

potential, S, the ratio of volumetric soil water content, to the water content at field 

capacity,    is the bulk density for the horizon and saturation being investigated, and 

Mm, is a quantity that accounts for pressure at the surface of the cone, the soil metal 

friction, the internal friction between soil particles as the soil is failed by the 

penetrometer and the hydrostatic pressure (Whitmore et al., 2010), as determined by 

the equation: 

     ∑      
  

 
 

 

   

 

Where    is a constant and    is the water content at a given soil horizon. 
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  The constants in the equations were derived from a dataset of xx field plots, 

including those with textures appropriate for sandy-soil liquefaction to occur (i.e. 

sandy loam, loamy sand).  The other model inputs are all derived from the SSURGO 

data.  In using this model, complete saturation of the soil being investigated is 

assumed.  Ideally, the SSURGO data would contain saturated bulk densities for all 

soils, but this is not the case; saturated bulk density measurements are only present 

for <5% of the soils investigated.  Instead, bulk density at 1/10
th

 bar or 1/3
rd

 bar were 

used, depending on availability. Additionally, the matric potential is assumed to be -

0.1, as setting the actual potential at saturation to 0, causes the model to fail.    

Overburden pressure 

The pedotransfer function addresses most of the parameters that go into the 

normalization of qc, including hydrostatic pressure and frictional interactions with the 

penetrometer and the soil.  However, it does not account for the overburden pressure.  

This was assessed by multiplying the bulk density by the thickness of each horizon, 

and then summing the horizons in sequence, stopping at each horizon that met the 

texture criteria. The overburden pressure was then used in the normalized CPT 

resistance equation for sand: 

Qtn = (qc/pa)/(σ’vo/pa)
0.5

 

Where qc is the penetration resistance, pa is reference pressure of 1 tsf (100 kpa), 

in the units of qc and σ’vo, and σ’vo is the overburden pressure (Robertson & Cabal 

2010).  

Robertson & Cabal 2010 Gregg Cone Penetration Test Manual 

I used Robertson & Cabal’s simplified Kulhawy & Maine (1990) relative density 

equation, 
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Where, Dr
2
 is the relative density squared, Qtn = is the normalized CPT resistance for 

sand and 350 is a reasonable constant for medium, clean, uncemented, unaged quartz 

sands that are about 1000 years old (Robertson & Cabal 2010)
 

Converting Dr values to liquefaction susceptibility 

The relative density values were then simply assessed with the criteria of Idriss & 

Seed (1970): Dr <50% soils are considered highly susceptible if in saturated 

conditions. 
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Appendix C-3 

An early modeling attempt, using RF and the liquefaction criteria of Andrews and 

Martin (2000), resulted in a model and maps which selected primarily sandy soils. 

Maps are included for Oregon and South Carolina.  Note that agreement is high for 

SC and low for OR – which is matched in the current model as well. 
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